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Quantitative assessment of economic losses from disasters can benefit

government decision-making as well as mitigation and adaptation strategies.

Here, we identified significant rainstorm events in China in 2021 using an

objective identification method and investigated the direct economic losses

(DELs) from each event. Then, a loss assessment model was developed to

estimate the indirect economic losses (IDELs) from rainstorm events. We found

that, in 2021, China experienced 36 major rainstorm events, causing

approximately 179.8 billion yuan in DELs. The north of China was severely

affected by rainstorms and floods, with Henan, Hebei and Shaanxi being the

main loss centers. The assessment of IDELs based on rainstorm events showed

a non-linear relationship between direct and indirect losses. The socio-

economic impact of the 2021 Henan flood (Event No. 15) was the most

serious, with direct and indirect losses of 125.8 billion yuan and 269.1 billion

yuan, respectively. The primary industry in Henan was seriously affected, and

the impact also spread to Inner Mongolia and Guangdong, causing indirect

losses of 23.9 billion and 13.1 billion yuan, respectively. We recommend that the

indirect losses resulting from such interregional trade linkages should be

considered in catastrophe risk management. Finally, the sensitivity analysis

showed that moderate overproduction can reduce the indirect impacts

caused by disasters. A more detailed study is required to explore how to

determine the appropriate levels of disaster relief, as well as a rational

funding allocation mechanism.
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1 Introduction

More frequent and intense extreme weather and climate-related events are expected to

damage ecosystems, infrastructure, and social systems (USGCRP, 2018). Floods are one of

the most serious meteorological disasters affecting the socioeconomic system in China

(Xu and Tang, 2021). Between 2001 and 2020, more than 100 million people were affected

by floods in China each year, and the direct economic losses (DELs) was approximately
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167.9 billion yuan (Li and Zhao, 2022a). The direct economic

losses and deaths caused by floods accounted for approximately

44% and 63% of the total, respectively (Li et al., 2021). Loss

reduction is the focus of flood risk management, which is

premised on an accurate assessment of the socioeconomic

impact of floods.

Many studies have assessed disaster losses, including both

direct and indirect economic losses. DELs are defined as losses

resulting from damage to fixed assets (e.g., housing, factories, and

infrastructure). Indirect economic losses (IDELs) are further

losses caused by production stoppages and supply–demand

imbalances in the industrial chain (Wu et al., 2012; Li et al.,

2017). However, the economic losses caused by disasters are not

contained within the disaster area (Koks and Thissen, 2016).

With the growth in economic relationships between regions and

countries, the cost is expected to spread beyond the disaster area

through trade networks, resulting in economic cascade effects

(Okuyama and Santos, 2014). For example, during the Spring

Festival in 2008, China was hit by a snowstorm that damaged

most of road, railway, and air transport systems. The resulting

disruption of supply chains for energy, food, and other vital

commodities caused the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to rise 34%

between December 2007 and February 2008 (Xie et al., 2014).

The 2011 Thailand floods severely affected the local electronics

industry, which produces approximately 43% of the world’s hard

drives. While the floods had a devastating impact on the Thai

economy, they also pushed up global hard drive prices by 80%–

190% (Haraguchi and Lall, 2015). Thus, it is important to capture

the IDELs caused by economic cascade effects in disaster loss

assessment.

Most current studies use Multi-Regional Input–Output

(MRIO) models to assess the economic cascade effects

between regions, such as the assessment of the global impacts

of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011 (Meng et al., 2015),

and the assessment of economic losses from Typhoon

Rammasunin in 2014 in countries along the “Belt and Road”

(Zhou et al., 2018). However, the above studies did not

comprehensively assess the impacts of post-disaster assistance

and the disruption of supply chains, although multi-regional

impacts were simulated. In addition, most of the current studies

on IDELs are based on a single event. Owing to differences in

assessment objects, scope, and data sources, the results are not

comparable between studies.

In this paper, according to the theoretical framework of the

MRIO model, we considered the role of demand and supply and

constructed an Adaptive Multi-Regional Input–Output

(AMRIO) model. The model included multi-regional trade-

offs through trade linkages between regions and was able to

capture indirect losses from economic cascade effects. Then, we

identified the major rainstorm events in 2021 and the

corresponding DELs based on major rainstorm event

monitoring indicators, disaster datasets, and related

socioeconomic indicators. Finally, we assessed provincial

IDELs for major rainstorm events in 2021. The comparable

results make an important contribution to testing the

robustness of the Input–Output (IO) model. At the same

time, the approach deepens our understanding of the

meteorological disaster chain, which provides a reference for

the formulation of post-disaster recovery and reconstruction

plans.

2 Data sources

The daily precipitation dataset in 2021 was used to identify

the major rainstorm events and its comprehensive intensity. The

data were obtained from the National Meteorological

Information Center and have been quality controlled and

homogenized (Cao and Yan, 2011).

The DELs are an important input for the AMRIOmodel. The

DELs for 2021 were derived from China Meteorological

Administration. These data have been widely applied in

meteorological disaster research in China (Wang et al., 2014;

Zhao et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2021a). Because of incomplete data for

Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao, only 31 provinces in mainland

China were included.

The MRIO table is also a key element of the AMRIO model.

In this study, we used the China MRIO table for 2017 released by

the Carbon Emission Accounts and Datasets (CEADs), which

was widely used in the fields of extreme weather economic impact

assessment (Hu et al., 2021b), carbon footprint (Yuan et al., 2022)

and climate change (Liu et al., 2021). On the basis of entropy

theory and a gravity model, CEADs constructs a provincial

input–output model compilation framework, including

31 provinces, 42 sectors, and five final consumptions in

mainland China. The preprocessing of the MRIO table

focused on two aspects: 1) we combined the industries in the

MRIO table into primary, secondary, and tertiary industries,

corresponding to the classification of DELs; and 2) because the

MRIO table for 2021 was not available, we updated the China

MRIO table for 2017 by a proportional growth based on the

national accounts indicators in 2021 to approximate the

input–output relationship between provinces and industries.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Major rainstorm events

We used the objective identification method developed by Ye

et al. (2019) to determine the major rainstorm events in China,

based on the number of adjacent rainstorm stations and the

distance from the location of the rainstorm center. Then, the

comprehensive intensity of the major rainstorm events was

calculated using the average intensity (average daily

precipitation at rainstorm stations), duration, and average
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influence area of each event (average number of daily rainstorm

stations). The intensity was classified into five levels: extremely

low, low, medium, high, and extremely high.

3.2 Adaptive multi-regional input–output
model

The traditional IO model is a static linear model (Koks et al.,

2016), which cannot reflect the dynamic characteristics of the

economic system, thus limiting the application of the traditional

IO model. However, because the traditional IO model has lower

data requirements and the advantage of being able to clearly

reflect the economic linkages between regions and industries

(Rose, 2004), it has also been widely developed and applied,

especially in disaster loss assessment. The most representative

models are the Adaptive Regional Input–Output (ARIO) model

(Hallegatte, 2008; Hallegatte, 2014), the Multi-Regional

Input–Output (MRIO) model (Xia et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,

2018), the Multi-Regional Impact Assessment (MRIA) model

(Koks and Thissen, 2016), and derivatives of these models. In the

current study, the AMRIO model followed the dynamic and

iterative model framework of the ARIO model and performed

multi-regional trade-offs through the MRIO table, which were

able to dynamically simulate the economic cascade effect and

estimate the IDELs.

3.2.1 Model construction
Each industry in the economic system can be regarded as a

producer, but each industry is also a consumer that needs the

intermediate products of other industries. In the absence of

disasters, total output meets intermediate demand and final

consumer demand. However, this balance is disrupted by the

impact of disasters on the economic system, further disrupting

supply chains (Figure 1). The AMRIO model considers the

following mechanisms of disaster impacts on the economic

system: 1) industrial linkages—crop failure and road

interruptions will limit the production capacity of some

industries, resulting in insufficient supply capacity and

constraining the production and consumption of other

industries not directly affected by the disaster; 2) residual

production capacity—the AMRIO model calculates the

residual production capacity of various industries after

disasters according to the DELs, and then gradually

recovers until the DELs are fully reset; 3) production

bottlenecks—when the output of some industries in the

disaster area is insufficient, the goods or services produced

by these industries are replaced by other regions according to

the demand ratio; and 4) producer responses—producers

expand or reduce production according to demand, or

make up for the shortage of local goods or services through

out-of-area trade, and then gradually return to the original

supplier as production capacity recovers.

FIGURE 1
AMRIO model theoretical framework.
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In the MRIO table, production and demand are linked

through their relationship. Take region r industry i as an

example:

Y r(i) � ∑
n

s�1
∑
m

j�1
Ars(i, j)Y s(j) +∑

n

s�1
Frs(i) +∑

n

s�1
∑
m

j�1
Drs(i, j)

Where i, j = 1, . . ., m for all industries and r, s = 1, . . ., n for all

regions in this study; Y is the total output vector; A is the MRIO

table; F is the final demand matrices; and D is the total DELs of

the meteorological disaster on regions and industries. Then the

production and consumption of each sector in each region were

calculated. In this study, the IDELs assessment did not consider

the impacts between events, and each event was considered to

have occurred independently.

3.2.2 Assumptions
Given the complexity of the economic system, the AMRIO

model assumed that a region consisted of a large number of

industries. These industries 1) only produced a specific product

or service and required inputs from other regions and other

industries; 2) exchanged intermediate products or services with

industries within and between regions; 3) substituted products or

services from the same industry in other regions; and 4) were not

subject to import restrictions. In addition, the IDELs assessment

in this paper did not consider the associated effects between

events, that is, it was assumed that each rainstorm event occurred

independently.

3.2.3 Parameters
Solving the AMRIO model required a large number of

exogenous parameters that represented adjustments in the

production or consumption behavior of the economic system

to adapt to post-disaster supply and demand conditions. We set

the following parameters regarding the data from the third press

conference on accelerating post-disaster reconstruction in Henan

Province held on 9 August 2021.

The initial production capacity represented the production

capacity of each industry before the disaster and was assumed to

be 100%. The overproduction capacity represented accelerated

rebuilding of industries through investment post-disaster. Here

we assumed that disaster relief funds were all used for production

recovery. According to the report on disaster relief funds in the

press conference (9.0 billion yuan), the initial overproduction

capacity (100.3%) was set as the proportion of disaster relief

funds in the value-added (VA) of the industry based on the

input-output table. Simultaneously, the press conference pointed

out that as of 8 August, the power supply interruption,

transportation network stagnation, and communication base

station damage caused by the extreme rainstorm event had

almost recovered. Therefore, we set the time required to

increase the post-disaster production capacity to the

maximum (adaptation time) to 20 days. In addition, we set

the initial value of the price coefficient and the demand

elasticity coefficient to 0.1% per month and 0.9, referring to

Hallegatte (2008) and Wu et al. (2012). Considering the effect of

parameter changes on the simulation results, we performed

sensitivity analysis on these parameters.

3.2.4 Uncertainty
The results of an AMRIO model are usually sensitive to the

shocks introduced (DELs) and the model parameters. The range

of changes in DELs was determined, and we put different

percentiles (10th, 25th, median, 75th, and 90th) into the

AMRIO model to determine the uncertainty of the results. In

addition, we set the interval of the model parameters (up and

down 30% based on the standard values) to determine the

sensitivity of the AMRIO model to parameters (Mendoza-

Tinoco et al., 2017). The uncertainties in the AMRIO model

are shown in the shaded areas in Figures 3, 6.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Major rainstorm events in 2021

According to the monitoring indicators of major rainstorm

events (Ye et al., 2019), there were 36 major rainstorm events in

China in 2021 (Li et al., 2022b), which was 2.6 times less than the

annual average in 1991–2020, resulting in a total of 178.7 billion

yuan of DELs. Figure 2 shows the DELs affected by major

rainstorm events in 2021, where the abscissa is the event

number, and the ordinate is the provinces arranged from

south to north. In general, 23 provinces had DELs from

rainstorms, except for Xinjiang, Tibet, Qinghai, Ningxia,

Heilongjiang, Jilin, Shanghai, and Hainan. The DELs in

Henan were the highest at 132.4 billion yuan, followed by

Shanxi, Hubei, Sichuan, and Shaanxi with 4–10 billion yuan.

Consistent with the rainbelt of the summer monsoonmoving in a

longitudinal direction, the DELs also showed a movement

northward along with the rainbelt in the first half of the rainy

season and then southward in the latter half. Most DELs occurred

from late June to July, and four events (Events Nos. 13–16)

accounted for 78% of the total. In the autumn of 2021, the

southward movement of the rain belt slowed under the influence

of the La Niña (Che et al., 2021) and the precipitation was 45%

higher than in the same period of the base period (1991–2020),

which led to floods in the upper reaches of the Yangtze River, the

middle and lower reaches of the Yellow River, and the Haihe

River. The DELs from four events during this period (Events Nos.

28–31) accounted for 12% of the total.

Table 1 shows the top ten rainstorm events for DELs in 2021.

The DELs from the top ten events accounted for 98.7% of the

total, which indicated a heavy-tailed distribution of the DELs

from rainstorm events. According to the estimation of the

comprehensive intensity of the rainstorm events, among the
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36 events in 2021, five were ranked extremely high, four of which

were within the top ten events; and five events were ranked high,

of which three were within the top ten events, indicating that

rainstorm intensity (hazard) was the primary cause of rainstorm-

related disasters.

4.2 Indirect economic losses

4.2.1 The top 10 rainstorm events assessment
Using the AMRIO model, we estimated the IDELs of the top

ten rainstorm events for DELs in 2021 to comprehensively assess

the economic impacts of rainstorms and floods. The results are

shown in Table 1. The IDELs were positively correlated with

DELs, and the two had a similar order. Event No. 15 had the most

severe economic impact, with IDELs of nearly 269.1 billion yuan,

approximately 2.14 times that of DELs, indicating that the event

caused severe losses in local fixed assets and also caused serious

cascading losses owing to inter-industrial and inter-regional

relationships. The IDELs for Events Nos. 13, 31 were

approximately 18.8 billion yuan and 15.2 billion yuan,

respectively, exceeding the DELs. In Events Nos. 4–10, the

IDELs are comparable with the DELs or lower.

The relationship between IDELs and DELs was nonlinear,

and it could be fitted using a quadratic function (Figure 3A),

indicating that, in the same economic system, IDELs did not

increase proportionally with DELs, and as DELs increased, the

increases in IDELs continue to accelerate. This is consistent with

the results from Hallegatte (2008) and Wu et al. (2012) that

showed a nonlinear relationship. Because the DELs and IDELs of

Event No. 15 were excessively large, we show the other nine event

points separately in Figure 3B to avoid overlapping points. When

the DELs were less than eight billion yuan, the IDELs were

approximately 62%–91% of the DELs; when the DELs were

approximately eight billion yuan, the IDELs were roughly

equal to the DELs; and when the DELs exceeded eight billion

yuan, the IDELs gradually outweighed the DELs (Table 1).

However, it should be noted that this non-linear relationship

was only based on the statistics of ten rainstorm events. The curve

shown in Figure 3B was steeper than that shown in Figure 3A,

that is, in the initial stage of an increase in the DELs, the growth

rate of the IDELs was faster, and then the growth rate of the

IDELs slowed. The relationship between DELs and IDELs may be

more in line with a logistic growth model. Therefore, it is

important to test the relationship based on additional

rainstorm events.

4.2.2 2021 Henan flood assessment
We selected Event No. 15 which had the most serious

economic losses, to further examine the relationship between

DELs and IDELs. In this event, the total DELs reached

125.8 billion yuan. Nearly half of China suffered DELs, and

IDELs were more than twice as high as DELs. The worst

affected province was Henan, where 201.9 mm of rainfall per

hour in Zhengzhou broke the historical record for mainland

China.

FIGURE 2
Distribution of provincial DELs for major rainstorm events in 2021 (Unit: 100 million yuan).
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Figure 4A shows that Event No. 15 was mainly located in

central China. The accumulated precipitation of 66 stations in

Henan exceeded 250 mm, out of which 9 stations exceeded

600 mm. The accumulated precipitation of 28.7% of the area

was greater than 250 mm in Henan. In addition, the accumulated

precipitation at 11 stations in Hebei, Shanxi, and Anhui exceeded

TABLE 1 The top ten rainstorm events for DELs in 2021.

Rank Event Start
date

End date Affected
provinces

Comprehensive
intensity

DELs
(billion
Yuan)

IDELs
(billion
Yuan)

Ratios
(IDELs/
DELs)

1 No. 15 15 July 22 July Hebei, Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, Anhui, Jiangsu,
Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan,
Yunnan, Guizhou, Guangxi

Extremely high 125.8 269.1 2.14

2 No. 13 27 July 7 July Liaoning, Beijing, Hebei, Henan, Anhui, Jiangsu,
Zhejiang, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi, Chongqing,
Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, Fujian, Guangxi

Extremely high 12.1 18.8 1.56

3 No. 31 2 October 7 October Gansu, Hebei, Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi,
Shandong, Chongqing, Sichuan

Moderate 11.2 15.2 1.35

4 No. 14 10 July 13 July Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Beijing, Tianjin,
Hebei, Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, Shandong,
Anhui, Hubei, Chongqing, Sichuan

High 8.1 8.0 0.99

5 No. 29 24 September 26 September Gansu, Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, Shandong,
Hubei, Sichuan

Moderate 7.6 6.9 0.91

6 No. 19 8 August 14 August Shaanxi, Anhui, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi,
Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, Fujian,
Guangdong, Guangxi

High 6.5 4.0 0.62

7 No. 8 15 May 23 May Henan, Anhui, Zhejiang, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi,
Chongqing, Guizhou, Fujian, Guangdong,
Guangxi

Extremely high 3.8 2.4 0.64

8 No. 23 22 August 26 August Henan, Shaanxi, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi,
Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou

High 2.6 2.1 0.81

9 No. 28 16 September 20 September Liaoning, Shanxi, Henan, Shaanxi, Shandong,
Hubei, Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou,
Guangxi

Extremely high 1.2 0.8 0.72

10 No. 22 19 August 20 August Gansu, Inner Mongolia, Henan, Shaanxi, Hubei,
Jiangxi

Extremely low 0.9 0.6 0.69

FIGURE 3
The relationship between DELs and IDELs. (A) The top ten rainstorm events. (B) The remaining nine events excluding Event No. 15.
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250 mm. The DELs in Henan were 120.1 billion yuan, and DELs

in the other 13 provinces including Shaanxi, Hebei, and Shanxi

were 5.7 billion yuan (Figure 4B). The distribution of DELs was

generally consistent with the rainstorm pattern, centered on

Henan, with relatively fewer DELs in Shaanxi, Hebei, and Hubei.

The distribution of provincial IDELs for Event No. 15 is

shown in Figure 4C. Henan was the province with the largest

IDELs, approximately 121.1 billion yuan, comparable with the

DELs. Inner Mongolia ranked second, and Guangdong ranked

third, with IDELs reaching 23.9 billion yuan and 13.1 billion

yuan, respectively. In contrast to DELs, IDELs did not seem to

spread from the worst-impacted areas to the surrounding areas.

The IDELs in neighboring provinces like Shaanxi, Shanxi, Hebei,

Hubei, Anhui, and Shandong were approximately 1.1 billion to

9.8 billion yuan, whereas Inner Mongolia, Guangdong, Gansu,

and Zhejiang, which were located far from Henan, had greater

IELs. The relationship between IDELs and spatial distance was

not very close, and inter-regional trade links may be the reason

for the high IDELs in the above provinces (Zhang et al., 2020).

Figure 4D shows the IDELs of three industries in each

province. For the hardest hit—Henan—the proportion of

IDELs in the primary, secondary, and tertiary industries

reached 57%, 16%, and 27%, respectively, with primary

industry being the most affected. The absolute value of

IDELs (70.4 billion yuan) in primary industry was higher

than that of DELs (45.5 billion yuan), indicating that the flood

not only had a serious direct impact on local agriculture (for

example, crop failure, waterlogging of cultivated land, and

equipment damage), but that indirect losses because of road

congestion, energy disruption or damage to downstream

industries also severely affected local agricultural

production. In general, the IDELs of coastal provinces were

concentrated in secondary or tertiary industry. For example,

the proportion of IDELs in the tertiary industry in Shanghai,

Zhejiang, and Guangdong were 67%, 49%, and 42%,

respectively. The indirect impacts on the northwestern

inland provinces were concentrated in primary industry,

such as Gansu, Xinjiang, and Qinghai, where the

proportion was 75%, 65%, and 63%, respectively.

The spatial distribution of IDELs can be discussed in

conjunction with industry linkages. For Inner Mongolia and

Guangdong, which ranked second and third in IDELs, the high

FIGURE 4
Spatial distributions of (A) accumulated precipitation, (B) DELs, (C) IDELs and (D) the industry distribution of IDELs for Event No. 15.
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FIGURE 5
Intermediate sources of input for the primary, secondary, and tertiary industries in (A) Inner Mongolia and (B) Guangdong.

FIGURE 6
Variations in VA in the threemajor industries (% of the pre-disaster level) in Henan, Guangdong, and Inner Mongolia under different scenarios of
overproduction capacity.
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IDELs of Inner Mongolia were mainly concentrated in primary

industry, while those of Guangdong were mainly concentrated

in secondary and tertiary industry. This distribution is closely

related to the industry linkages between the two provinces and

Henan. Figure 5 shows the sources of intermediate

consumption in Inner Mongolia and Guangdong, as reflected

in the MRIO table. It can be seen that the intermediate inputs

from Henan accounted for 11.4% of the total in the primary

industry of Inner Mongolia and 15.5% of the total in the tertiary

industry in Guangdong, both higher than that in other

provinces. Therefore, when Henan’s output declined, Inner

Mongolia, and Guangdong also suffered severe cascade

effects. A similar situation also occurred in the primary

industries in Gansu, Xinjiang, and Shaanxi, and the

secondary and tertiary industries in Zhejiang, Shanghai,

Shandong, and Jiangsu.

4.2.3 Sensitivity analysis
Owing to the limited data related to the reconstruction

process of different industries after the disaster, we conducted

a sensitivity analysis on various parameters to overcome the

uncertainty caused by the parameter settings. Figure 6 shows the

VA change in the three major industries in Henan, Guangdong,

and Inner Mongolia relative to pre-disaster conditions under

different overproduction capacities during reconstruction.

Research has shown that the overproduction capacity

parameter significantly changed the IDELs and post-disaster

reconstruction process. Compared with no overproduction

capacity, the IDELs were reduced under the baseline disaster

relief scenario (the overproduction capacity parameter was set

as 100.3%). The IDELs of the whole industry in Henan, Inner

Mongolia, and Guangdong was reduced by approximately 3.8,

4.4, and 1.5 billion yuan, respectively, and the reduction of

IDELs in these three provinces (9.7 billion yuan) exceeded the

total amount of disaster relief funds (9.0 billion yuan).

However, the reconstruction period of primary industry in

Inner Mongolia and Guangdong was shortened by 18 and

24 months, respectively. Then, we set up two scenarios with

higher overproduction capacity (102% and 105%). The

sensitivity analysis results showed that the IDELs decreased

with an increase in the overproduction capacity parameter,

especially outside Henan Province. The IDELs of the whole

industry in Inner Mongolia and Guangdong decreased by

approximately 12.3 and 5.3 billion yuan (when the

overproduction capacity parameter was set as 102%) and

18.4 and 7.6 billion yuan (when the overproduction capacity

parameter was set as 105%). The reconstruction period was also

significantly shortened, and the production capacity of these

two provinces recovered rapidly and exceeded the pre-disaster

level. However, the disaster relief funds invested in the above

two scenarios reached 60.2 billion yuan (102%) and

150.5 billion yuan (105%) respectively, exceeding the

corresponding decrease in the IDELs. Therefore, from the

perspective of the entire reconstruction process, moderate

overproduction has a positive effect on alleviating IDELs

caused by disasters, while excessive overproduction will lead

to a waste of resources.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we identified and investigated all major

rainstorm events and their DELs in China in 2021. Then, an

AMRIO model was constructed to quantitatively evaluate and

analyze the provincial IDELs of the top ten rainstorm events.

Finally, we examined the inter-regional and inter-industry

impact mechanisms of the 2021 Henan flood based on the

assessment.

There were 36 rainstorm events in China in 2021, and we

listed the DELs and IDELs for the top 10 rainstorm events.

The comprehensive intensity of the top ten rainstorm events

showed that the hazard was the main cause of the rainstorm-

related disasters. A quantitative assessment of IDELs

indicated that, owing to the complexity of economic

activities, IDELs may exceed DELs for disaster events with

high DELs. The IDELs of the top three rainstorm events in

2021 exceed the DELs, with ratios of 2.14, 1.56, and 1.35,

respectively. There was a nonlinear relationship between

DELs and IDELs. The current relationship was only based

on the statistics of ten rainstorm events, and more events

should be conducted in the future for verification.

The Event No. 15 rainstorm event, which occurred on

15–22 July 2021, had the most severe impact, with DELs and

IDELs of 125.8 billion yuan and 269.1 billion yuan, respectively.

Henan was located at the center of this event, with DELs and

IDELs of 120.1 billion yuan and 121.1 billion yuan respectively;

primary industry suffered the greatest direct and indirect

impacts. Inner Mongolia, Guangdong, Gansu, and Zhejiang,

located far from Henan, had greater IDELs than the

surrounding area. Close trade links with Henan were one of

the reasons for the high IDELs in these provinces.

Sensitivity analysis results demonstrated the robustness of

the AMRIO model and showed that the overproduction capacity

parameter significantly affected the simulation results. Higher

overproduction capacity not only reduced IDELs, but also

speeded up the reconstruction process. Further research is

needed to explore the causal relationship between

overproduction and disaster relief funds and a rational

allocation mechanism.

The present study developed a methodology for assessing

economic losses from disasters based on rainstorm events,

ranking the top 10 rainstorm events for economic losses in

China in 2021. The results help address the current lack of case

studies in disaster economic loss assessment and provide a

reference for catastrophe risk management. However, the

following limitations of this study should be considered
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when discussing these results. First, we did not consider the

associated effects between the 36 events. Second, given that

only three aggregated industries were considered in the

AMRIO modelling, IDELs might be underestimated. Third,

the AMRIO model is an idealized simulation of the post-

disaster reconstruction process, and it lacks consideration of

factors such as insurance strategies, business inventories, and

post-disaster labor productivity. In current disaster risk

management, the comprehensive impact assessment of

disasters and consideration of various non-engineering

measures are particularly important. Using more accurate

disaster data and adopting diverse assessment models

would enhance accuracy and reduce uncertainty in

evaluating economic losses. This will be the focus of

further research.
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